FIRST OVER EVEREST
that if only Gupta could moderate the antics of his observation
balloon in the upper air, and persuade it to bounce about in a
less eccentric fashion, die flight would be on.
Once more overnight preparations were made; once more
Bonnett said, "Well. . . well. . . well, well, well!"
Next morning the attentions of the coppersmith bird were
unnecessary. We were all awake before him, and at 6 a.m.
Gupta came beaming up the drive to say that a mere seventy
mile per hour breeze could be expected over the top of Everest
and that visibility would be good, at any rate during the early
part of die day.
The departure of the unit went like clockwork. Bonnett and
myself in a fast car dashed off to die aerodrome with the flight
cameras, leaving the motor-truck to bring up the rear. It was a
perfect morning as the aeroplanes were wheeled out of die
hangars, and it promised to be hot. By the time they were
ready to take the air the sun was high and the day becoming
uncomfortably warm.
Then it occurred to me that our sound equipment and the
rest of the party were taking an unusually long time to reach
the flying-ground. The engines of die Westlands began to tick
over. Still no sound truck.
Almost giving up hope of photographing the actual take-off,
for which we had waited so long, I went to the main gateway
for one last look along the road. Far away a cloud of dust was
rapidly approaching. It tore past me on to the landing-ground
and pulled up widi a violent jerk and squeaking of brakes. It
was not our lorry!
It was one of the smallest omnibuses I have ever seen, and
fiill from floor to roof with sound cameras, amplifiers, boxes of
film and coolies. Outside and on the roof, hanging precariously
at every possible resting-place, were spools of cable and tripods,
and .squeezed in beside the driver and on die back step were
the balance of my party, including the all-important sound
recordists.
Our truck had chosen this vital day to break down com-
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